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Abstract: Data clustering is a vital tool for data analysis. This work shows that some existing useful
methods in data clustering are actually based on quantum mechanics and can be assembled into
a powerful and accurate data clustering method where the efficiency of computational quantum
chemistry eigenvalue methods is therefore applicable. These methods can be applied to scientific
data, engineering data and even text.
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1. Introduction
For any data of a physical or chemical nature, whether they be pharmaceutical data, particle
physics, renewable energies, security, the Internet or wireless communications, there is a growing need
for data analysis and predictive analytics. Researchers regularly encounter limitations due to large
datasets in complex physics simulations, biological and environmental research. One of the biggest
problems of data analysis is data with no known a priori structure. Therefore, data clustering, which
seeks to find internal classes or structures within the data, is one of the most difficult, yet needed
implementations. The standard algorithm is K-means [1], which rests on the following assumptions:
(1) Assume in advance the number of clusters;
(2) Generate random seeds;
(3) Assume at least one seed “hits” every cluster;
(4) Clusters “grow” in the neighborhood of each seed;
(5) Cluster regions grow until saturation.
The algorithm is not stable if the clusters are not clearly distinct; the randomness aspect can create
multiple solutions. This is especially true for text when a cluster of words often has a minimal semantic
relation with another cluster. For such cases, one has to resort to “fuzzy” clustering. Moreover, if more
data are added to the dataset, clustering requires a complete repetition of the K-means approach for
the whole dataset. Granted, the literature has many extensions to K-means for determining cluster
centers (e.g., [2,3]) and fuzzy clustering (e.g., [4]), but these involve extensions in different directions
and always extra computations. Furthermore, additions to the data almost always requires applying
the K-means algorithm (standard or extended) all over again. Rather, we desire a simpler, stable,
non-random, geometrically-based method that addresses the issues of cluster centers, fuzzy clustering
and readily amenable to the addition of data and parallel processing.
On a different note, although the origin of information theory is attributed to Claude Shannon in
1948, the concept of entropy already existed in physics as early as the 19th century in thermodynamics
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and can be rigorously derived from its mathematical-physical basis, i.e., statistical mechanics.
The question of a link between information entropy and thermodynamic entropy is a hotly debated
topic [5–8]. The link between thermodynamics and information entropy was developed in a series of
papers by Edwin Jaynes beginning in 1957 [8]. The problem with linking thermodynamic entropy to
information entropy is that in information entropy, the entire body of thermodynamics, which deals
with the physical nature of entropy, is missing. For example, can such concepts as energy be applied to
non-physical datasets formulated by text documents or engineering data?
After a preliminary discussion in Section 2.1 by which we define essential metrics, we present
the foundations of our methods for (i) dimensional reduction based on the Meila–Shi algorithm in
Section 2.1.2 and (ii) clustering based on the Schrödinger equation in Section 2.1.3. In particular,
we show a previously unknown connection between the Meila–Shi algorithm and the conventional
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) used in Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Section 2.2 presents
the realization of these methods via computational quantum mechanics, in particular efficient iterative
eigenvalue schemes amenable to data updates and the possibilities of parallelization. We illustrate the
range of applications by a series of demo examples, as shown in Section 3, including a performance
table for dimensional reduction of large datasets. The discussion is provided at the end.
2. Methods
2.1. Theoretical Background
2.1.1. Preliminaries: Definitions of Metrics
The notions of partition functions and free energies have been defined previously, in particular by
the work of Buhmann and Hofmann [9,10], used in simulated annealing and elsewhere (e.g., the work
of Shenghuo Zhu et al. [11] and also the work of Lafon ([12] (2.10)). In [9,10], Buhmann and Hofmann
consider an “energy” defined by the cost function ([9] (4)) for Euclidean pairwise (central) clustering:
K

eK ( M ) =

N

∑ ∑

Mkν Dkν

where

Dk ` = ( x k − x ` ) 2

(1)

ν =1 k =1

where xi ∈ <d are the d-dimensional vectors representing each data point, Dk` define a dissimilarity
measure and M ∈ {0, 1} N ×K is a Boolean assignment matrix for the number of K clusters with the
restriction and uniqueness ∑νK=1 Miν = 1 for every data point i. From this, in perfect analogy with the
definitions in statistical mechanics/thermodynamics, they define a partition function ([9] (6)) by:
ZK =

∑
M

N

exp (− β ek (M)) =

K

∏∑



exp − β (xk − yν )2

(2)

k =1 ν =1

and a “free energy” by FK = − ln( ZK )/β. The average Miν are given by derivatives of the free
energy ([9] (8)) (associated with each set of indices (i, ν) (the beauty of the partition function is that it
can often be factored into sub-system components or conversely integrated within larger systems)):

exp − β(xi − yν )2
∂FK
h Miν i =
= K

∂eiν
∑µ=1 exp − β(xi − yµ )2

(3)

which can be interpreted in the context of fuzzy logic (values between 0 and 1). Buhmann and Hofmann
then proceed in considering a partition function for a “free particle contribution” and treat the cost
function of the “interaction”, presumably the interaction related to the cost function in Equation (1), by
a perturbative scheme carried to first order ([9] Section 3). They consequently optimize the estimated
average “energy”. Subsequently, they formulate an optimization problem of a pairwise clustering
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in the maximum entropy framework using a variational principle to derive data partitionings in
a d-dimensional space. Equation (3) will be seen again further on.
2.1.2. Spectral Clustering: Meila–Shi Algorithm
For any real N × K data matrix Q, the spectral clustering method known as the Meila–Shi
algorithm [13] uses:
S

= Q × QT

A = ai,j

=

P = pi,j

=

(4)
Si,j

q

(5)

∑k=1 Si,k ∑k=1 S j,k

Si,j
∑k=1 Si,k

(6)

where S is the similarity matrix, A is the adjacency matrix and P is a row-stochastic matrix, often called
a Markov matrix [14]. It is also called a transition matrix and plays an important role in quantum
mechanical Monte Carlo calculations [15,16] and fundamental quantum mechanics (see, e.g., [17,18]).
Here, φi and ψi are respectively the normalized eigenvectors of A and P (taken as column vectors), but
these matrices share the same eigenvalues λi , which have special properties:
λ0 = 1

λ i +1 < λ i < λ 0

and

where

i = 1, 2, 3, · · ·

However, the corresponding eigenvectors of P, i.e., ψi provide a much better clustering picture.
For λ0 = 1, ψ0 is a constant vector and represents the data background, which is usually not interesting
and can be discarded. This background can correspond to an underlying basis, e.g., in the case of text,
the background can result from the repeated use of stop words, like “and” or ”the”, which though
frequently used in the English language, do not convey essential information. For i > 0, plotting the
lead eigenvectors ψ1 versus ψ2 (often the leading two eigenvectors i = 1, 2 are sufficient), serves as the
principal axes, graphically provides a clustering picture and, consequently, a considerable dimensional
and size reduction of the original problem. The theory behind the Meila–Shi algorithm is justified by
graph theory [13] in that it isolates the strongest relationships within a given graph.
Lafon and co-workers have recast the Meila–Shi algorithm through their so-called diffusion
maps [12,19] via the Fokker–Planck equation [20], which is formally related to the Schrödinger
equation [21,22]. Diffusion maps exploit the relationship between heat diffusion and the random walk
Markov chain. This connection is embedded in the diffusion Monte-Carlo method, which is formally
the Schrödinger equation in imaginary time and notably one of the most accurate calculation schemes
in quantum mechanics [23,24]. In this regard, the leading eigenvalues of P in the diffusion scheme
are interpreted as representing the “thermodynamic equilibrium of a dynamical system”, while the
lesser eigenvalues correspond to the decay modes of a system that is not in equilibrium. This provides
a physical picture in helping to understand why only the lead eigenvectors, ψi , where, e.g., only
i = 1, 2 are sufficient for an accurate clustering picture, depending on how rapidly the eigenvalues λi
decrease with increasing index i. From the following definitions [25]:
1.
2.
3.

Let f and g be vectors defined by f i = ∑ j Sij and gi = f i / ∑i f i where S is given by Equation (4):
√
R = diag(f) and D = diag( g) are diagonal matrices.
The matrices P and A are related to each other by a similarity transformation according to:
P

= R −1 S

A

−1

= DR

(7)
SD

−1

= DPD

−1

(8)

and consequently have the same eigenvalues. Their respective eigenvectors are related to each other
by the transformation ψi = D−1 φi .
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Note that A in Equation (8) is also equal to:
A = c D−1 SD−1 = c D−1 Q × Q T Dn −1

(9)

where c is a constant and c = 1/ ∑i f i . We create a re-normalized Q like so:
Qa
Qa

T

√

=

√

=

c D −1 Q
T

c Q (D

−1 T

)

=

√

(10)
T

cQ D

−1

(11)

Thus, A = Q a × Q Ta , and its eigenvectors can be obtained from an SVD [26] like so:

[Ua , Λ a , Va ] = SVD(Q a ) where Q a = Ua × Λ a × VaT

(12)

The vectors in U a are indeed the eigenvectors φi of A from which the eigenvectors of P, i.e., ψi
can be obtained from the transformation: ψi = D−1 φi to within a normalization constant since A
and P share the same eigenvalues and are related to each other by a similarity transformation, e.g.,
A = DPD−1 . The matrices A and P can be reconstructed from the eigenvalues according to:
n −1

A=

n −1

∑ λi φi φiT

and

P=

i =0

∑ λi (D−1 φi ) (Dφi )T

(13)

i =0

It is the eigenvectors φi and from the latter the eigenvectors of P, i.e., ψi , that we want. Since we
can relate the Meila–Shi algorithm to an SVD, we can identify ψi as principle components of the data
representation. However, Section 2.2 shows that the Meila–Shi algorithm is computationally more
efficient than an SVD.
2.1.3. Quantum Clustering
2

2

Horn and Gottlieb [27,28] took a Parzen window defined by Ψ = ∑iN=1 e−(x−xi ) /2σ where
xi . . . x N is a collection of geometrically-defined data points and injected it into the Schrödinger equation:
ĤΨ = (T̂ + V (x)) Ψ =



−

σ2 2
∇ + V (x)
2



Ψ = EΨ

(14)

where T̂ is the “kinetic energy operator” or “free particle contribution” as expressed by the Laplacian
and where the usual mass term m has been set to unity and the Planck constant term h̄ is replaced by
a variance σ. Solving Equation (14) for the potential V (x) yields:
V (x) = E +

σ2 2
2 ∇

Ψ

Ψ

=⇒

1
2σ2 Ψ

N

∑

2 /2σ2

(x − xi )2 e−(x−xi )

(15)

i=1

Note that the input data points xi can be, e.g., the outcome of the previous Meila–Shi algorithm.
For a regime defined by the variance σ, the cluster centers are the minima of V (x) (where a high
density of data points is often found). Equation (15) includes the average Boolean assignment terms of
Equation (3) from Buhmann and Hofmann [9,10], where Ψ is also identified as a partition function.
In principle, the choice of variance can be seen as a bandwidth selection problem in kernel density
estimation and can be estimated using a variety of techniques (see, e.g., [29]). Note that Lafon also
uses Gaussian functions of the form exp(−kx − yk2 /e) to determine the connectivity between two
data points, i.e., the probability of walking from x and y in one step of a random walk of his diffusion
maps [19].
The right-hand side of Equation (15) provides a clustering mechanism that is more accurate than
the standard clustering algorithms like the standard K-means, as we shall see. It is also more stable
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because it is geometrically invariant in that it does not depend on the order in which data are injected,
unlike other clustering methods. It is thus amenable to incremental and distributed systems.
2.2. Computational Aspects
2.2.1. Dimensional Reduction
The decomposition of Equation (12) is computationally expensive. However, the Meila–Shi
algorithm relinquishes Va , which is only needed to construct the Qa matrix, and is consequentially
much more computationally efficient. It provides a considerable dimensional reduction of the original
data matrix into manageable eigenvectors and, for larger datasets, provides a better clustering picture.
It is therefore far more computationally efficient and accurate than the conventional SVD. Moreover,
the eigenvalue solvers from state-of-the-art quantum chemistry codes provide very efficient eigenvalue
solvers for large sparse matrices.
The advantage of the Meila–Shi algorithm over a conventional SVD is shown by the following
complexity analysis (obtained from the tools of Golub and Van Loan [26]):
SVD: For a N × K matrix, the complexity of a full SVD is O(K2 ∗ N + K ∗ N 2 + K3 ) (this is quoted more
often in its “optimized” version as O(min(KN 2 , K2 N )) = O(K ∗ N ∗ min(K, N ), e.g., see [30],
which has a lower complexity for thinner SVDs), and K is expected to be very large for text data,
easily the size of a thesaurus of a hundred thousand words. The complexity is roughly cubic in
behavior when K ≈ N (note that we rarely need, e.g., VTa in Equation (12) for clustering only
the vectors Ua and the eigenvalues Λa , unless we desire to reconstitute Qa ; in this respect, the
SVD is overkill).
Meila–Shi: For various cases, the complexity for getting the eigenvalues of the N × N matrix P is:
Eigenvalue Selection
All eigenvalues
largest eigenvalue
k largest eigenvalues
largest eigenvalue
k largest eigenvalues

Type of Matrix
dense
dense
dense
sparse matrix, dense vector
sparse matrix, dense vector

Complexity
O( N 3 )
O( N 2 ∗ ln( N ))
O(P ∗ N 2 ∗ ln( N ))
O(c ∗ ln( N ))
O(K ∗ c ∗ ln( N ))

where c is the product cost (cost of a scalar multiplication plus a scalar addition).
The complexity is at its lowest for large sparse matrices. Quantum chemistry has motivated
the development of scalable fast and efficient eigenvalue solvers. Amongst the best eigenpair
(eigenvalue with eigenvector) solvers for large sparse matrices is the Jacobi–Davidson algorithm [31,32],
which has proven to be fast and robust. Similar to the Lanczos’ method, Davidson’s method is
an iterative projection method that however does not take advantage of Krylov subspaces, but uses
the Rayleigh–Ritz procedure with non-Krylov spaces and expands the search spaces in a different
way. It has been successfully applied to ab initio quantum chemistry calculations [33]. The best and
most general eigenpair solver using the Jacobi–Davidson scheme is the PRIMMEcode [34], and it is
amenable to parallel processing. PRIMME is a comprehensive combination of various methods, and
their interplay and comparison to other methods have already been examined [35].
As the data matrix is upgraded with new documents (new data), this combined iterative scheme
should readily adjust to the new matrix with minimal computations. In particular, we do not want
to compute and store S = Q × QT , nor ST = QT × Q in virtual memory, since we must avoid the
storage of Q (which might be on a distributed network). For larger datasets, S becomes more dense
and impossible to contain within the maximum allowable RAM. We present two ways of dealing
with this:
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Returning to the standard SVD on Qa as defined in Equation (12), we define a symmetric
( N + K) × ( N + K) matrix B from the non-symmetric N × K matrix Qa as:
!
0 Qa
B =
(16)
QTa
0
The eigenvectors Y of B have the form ([36] (p. 3)):
1
Y = √
2

2.

"

U1
Va

U1
−V a

#
√
2U2
0

(17)

where U1 will contain the leading eigenvectors Ua (equal to φi ) of the matrix A. B is then subjected
to the eigenpair solver. The above also applies for the eigenpairs of P, since we have established
the connection between Q, Qa , A and P in Equations (11) and (12) in Section 2.1.2 on the Meila–Shi
algorithm. The eigenvalues of A (which are the same as those for P) are the square root of the
eigenvalues of B, normalized so that the first (or zeroth eigenvalue) is unity. We call this the
“B method”, as tabulated in Table 1.
Since it is the eigenpairs of Λ that we want, the matrix-vector multiplication routine is done in
two steps:
u = QTa × x and y = Qa × u
(18)
where u is a temporary vector. This two-step process performs y = (Qa × Qa T ) × x. We call this
the “Q × QT method” as also tabulated it in Table 1.
Table 1. Timings for dimensional reduction (PRIMME).
Dataset
Bill Mark
Reuters
Enron
user60784

Row Dim.

Col.Dim.

No. Non-Zero Entries

N

K

nz

94
2742
55,365
2478

10,695
12,209
121,415
492,947

33,693
129,793
7,989,058
2,329,810

Time (s)
Q × QT

Method

0.010820
0.054852
1.765044
0.462936

Time (s)
B Method
0.115671
0.201204
5.741161
4.790335

In the case of a N × K matrix Q a , where K >> N, the second method performs better while
requiring less memory. Once the eigenvectors for either a conventional SVD or the Meila–Shi algorithm
are obtained, we can obtain clusters via the Quantum Clustering (QC) method.
One can do even better with a distributed system with parallel processing (e.g., see [37]). Consider
Figure 1, where the data on each server/node denoted qi for i = 1 · · · n stay put, but a signal is sent
from a central server and calculations applied to the data in each node, producing a “signature”. All
of the signatures are collected in a central server, which contains the entire eigenvector. This scheme
also allows for additional data, i.e., rank-one updates, where the previous set of eigenvectors serve as
guesses for the next iteration. The messages passing between nodes can be done by MPI (Message
Passing Interface) with the signatures collected from each node possibly through Map-Reduce [38].
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Figure 1. Eigenvalue solver for distributed networks: Data are distributed over the nodes qi , i = 1 · · · n.
A piece of eigenvector for each is sent to each node qi , which applies a signature, and the result is
collected in a whole eigenvector in the central server.

2.2.2. Finding the Minima of Quantum Potential
The sums needed for computing the QC potential of Equation (15) are readily amenable to
vectorization and parallel computation, as well as the addition of data. An iterative Newton–Raphson
scheme for finding the minima of the QC potential, which correspond to the cluster centers,
is needed to determine the cluster centers and, thus, clustering itself. Although the gradient
descent method has been used by Horn et al. [28] to find local minima of the quantum potential,
the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm is more efficient and scales well. The data
points themselves can serve as initial guesses in this scheme (as evidenced by many test runs with
COMPACT [28]). In practice, this scheme works well and does not need graphical visualization, but
some improvements are needed: this Newton–Raphson scheme does mathematically guarantee all
of the potential minima. The only known case of systems by which all of the cluster centers can be
obtained involve polynomial systems. However, the quantum potential includes Gaussian functions.
If two eigenvectors from the Meila–Shi algorithm are sufficient, a two-dimensional visualization is
possible, but graphical analysis of every single dataset by a person does not translate into automatic
program control.
3. Results
3.1. Examples
3.1.1. K-Means vs. Quantum Clustering
This first example is composed of artificially-created random points within two circular envelopes
of different sizes with the circle of a smaller size having a high density of points. Figure 2a shows the
result for K-means, as provided by the MATLAB toolbox, for a choice of two clusters. The result here
is stable, but illustrates one of the problems experienced with overlapping clusters using K-means.
The smaller cluster, shown in red, penetrates the larger circle too much. However, as shown in Figure 2b,
the contour plot of the quantum potential allows us to better isolate the smaller cluster (where the
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cluster centers are shown in black dots). The continuous transitions between potential minima, which
are the cluster centers, provide a continuous description of the “fuzzy-clustering” aspects.

2
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0.5

0.5

0

0
0
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1.5
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2.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

x

2

2.5

x

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. K-means vs. quantum clustering on two overlapping circles. (a) K-means clustering: the
smaller circle “overflows” into larger blue circle; (b) quantum clustering: the contour plot better isolates
the smaller circle, σ = 0.7125.

3.1.2. Rock Crabs
This second example from biology was the first application of the quantum clustering
method [27,39,40]. One had two sexes and two (new) species and consequently four groups.
Preserved specimens lost their color, so it was hoped that morphological differences would enable
museum material to be classified. Data were collected on 50 specimens of each sex of each species,
collected in Western Australia. Each specimen had measurements according to: (1) frontal lip (2)
rear width (3) length along midline (4) maximum width of carapace and (5) body depth. Thus, the
total dataset is a 200 × 5 data matrix. Figure 3 shows the outcome of the application of spectral
(Meila–Shi) and quantum clusterings on this data. The actual classes are illustrated by the colors
red, blue, green and yellow. The lead eigenvectors ψ1 and ψ2 are sufficient to provide a complete
two-dimensional clustering picture. Also shown is the contour plot from the quantum clustering
potential, the minima clearly indicating the cluster centers. All four classes were recovered to within
80% of the data according to the Jaccard index [41].

Crab Data − Meila−Shi + Quantum Clustering
0.2
0.15
0.1

ψ2

0.05
0
−0.05
−0.1
−0.15
−0.2
−0.2

−0.15

−0.1

−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

ψ1
Figure 3. Identification of four classes by quantum clustering.
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The “fuzzy” nature of points that are nearly equally spaced between cluster centers is handled
continuously by the quantum potential of Equation (15). Whereas Horn and Gottlieb use the SVD to
obtain their principle components (e.g., see the applications of their software called COMPACT [28]),
we used instead the Meila–Shi algorithm. Our results are comparable, but the difference in outcome
between the two approaches increases for larger datasets (in both row and column size).
3.1.3. Finding Clues of a Disease
It becomes important to establish that our clustering methods can be applied to man-made
problems and especially, as we will see later here, text. This is an example of “detective” work with
clues written as text. Purely empirical experimentation is slow and costly. Preliminary and on-going
analyses can optimize efforts. One attempts to form hypotheses about disease, or pain, or discomfort
in order to track down their source and potential. In this example, we look for the causes of migraine
headaches through the analysis of medical evidence. These clues are written according to the following
list of one-line documents [42]:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

stress is associated with migraines;
stress can lead to loss of magnesium;
calcium channel blockers prevent some migraines;
magnesium is a natural calcium channel blocker;
Spreading Cortical Depression (SCD) is implicated in some migraines;
high levels of magnesium inhibit SCD;
migraine patients have high platelet aggregability;
magnesium can suppress platelet aggregability.

These text documents are converted into numbers using a “bag-of-words” model shown
previously, i.e., the data matrix is defined according to:
Qi,j = log2

ni,j
∑k ni,k ∑k nk,j

!

+ 1

(19)

where ni,j is the number of times the j-th term appearing in the i-th document. We cluster according
to the terms, and thus, S = Q T × Q instead of Equation (4); but like the previous example, we get
Figure 4. Here, σ is chosen so that only one cluster is produced. As we can see from the contour
plot, the terms “magnesium” (in red) and “migraine” (in yellow) are very near to the cluster center
at the center of the MATLAB contour plot, suggesting that magnesium deficiency may play a role
in migraine headaches. Note that the colored lines represent the gradation of the MATLAB contour
plot. This hypothesis was confirmed by experiment. We can also discern three clusters in Figure 4 and
realize their themes with the following. The concept of an object (a document or a document set) can
be thought of as its Boolean representation in the “term space” [43]. It shows if the object contains
the given term (yes or no). It does not care about the actual frequency of the term in the object. For
example: for nijT
d1

= [1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

d2

= [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]

c1

= d1 + d2 = [2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0] → [1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]

It resembles the occupation number representation of fermions in the Fock space of quantum
field theory. The scheme of “thematic clustering” [44] is to represent the theme of a cluster, by
re-arranging term-labels by their total frequency in the cluster, and then print out, say, the top 10 words
after mapping the term-label back to the term (word). This allows one to cluster this dataset into
the following:
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Documents 5 and 6: high levels of magnesium inhibit spreading cortical depression (SCD), which
is implicated in some migraines.
Documents 3 and 4: magnesium is a natural calcium channel blocker that prevents some migraines.
Documents 1, 2, 7 and 8:
(a) stress is associated with migraines and can lead to loss of magnesium.
(b) migraine patients have high platelet aggregability, which can be suppressed by magnesium.

Thematic clustering combines information retrieval with quantum field theory to find themes or
concepts to clusters and thereby refine them.
0.4
0.3
0.2

ψ2

0.1
0
−0.1
−0.2
−0.3
−0.4
−0.4

−0.3

−0.2

−0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

ψ1
Figure 4. Center of disease potential.

3.1.4. Artificial X–Y Pairs with Gaussian Variance
The following data are taken from the web-site of Alexander Strehl [45], i.e., a 1000 × 2 data
matrix containing two Gaussians (500 points each). Note that the clusters are not linearly separable in
two dimensions. These are Gaussian clusters with a variance of 0.1 and with means (−0.227, 0.077) T
and (0.095, 0.323) T . This dataset illustrates that not only can our clustering methods handle more than
a few hundred points with good continuity, but also how the variation of the scaling factor σ affects
the clustering. We considered two values of σ:
σ

=

σ

=

σ0
4
σ0
20

where

1
σ0 = √
2
(20)

The first case shown in Figure 5a shows two clusters. An even smaller value of σ as shown in
Figure 5b shows smaller structures, and we can see tight clustering around the points. Thus, the QC
method is very much a natural clusterer. It is a matter of selecting the scaling parameter σ for the
right regime.
The quantum clustering can be viewed as the inverse operation of the machine learning
method-based Support Vector machines (SVM) when using Gaussian kernel functions. This can
be understood in the context of Support Vector Clustering (SVC) [46], which appeared before the QC
method, the latter being proposed as both an extension of the ideas of SVC and also an alternative [47].
Whereas the SVM using Gaussians to establish regions on space surrounding selected and distinct
regions, the quantum clustering instead finds the regions within data for which there is little or no
a priori information.
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Figure 5. A.Strehl 1000 2D points. (a) σ = √
; (b) σ =
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3.1.5. Engineering Data Demo
The data for this example are taken from Draper and Smith [48]. They report percentages of
properly sealed bars of soap, sealer plate clearance xi and sealer plate temperature x2 . The latter two
variables were measured with 16 pairs. One can view engineering data as a “semi-natural problem”
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(man-made engineering applied to a natural or scientific problem). We reproduce page 1425 of [49] as
shown in Figure 6b.
This shows the clusters successfully obtained by the maximin method. The maximin clustering is
widely used and has been applied with success to a variety of problems, such as artificial problems,
like imaging systems. The maximin method uses non-linear (constrained) optimization often requiring
computational tools, such as linear programming. Though our QC method is conceptually simpler,
it nonetheless yields the same clusters as shown in Figure 6b. The reader should not be mistaken
by the apparent discrepancy for Points 6 and 11. The contour plot of the potential V should not be
confused with the clustering method: it merely illustrates the cluster centers. Points 6 and 11 are closer
to the cluster centroid in the bottom right of the picture than the upper right of the picture.
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220
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Figure 6. Smith and Draper data. (a) Reproduction of P. 1425 of [49]; (b) Quantum Clustering (QC) σ = √
.
2
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3.1.6. Exoplanet Data
A major astronomical breakthrough of our time is the ongoing discovery of new planets outside
our solar system, called exoplanets. Exoplanets are not at all like the nine local planets of our solar
system that we know, so well. A first step in the process of understanding the exoplanets might be
to try to classify them with respect to their known properties. Data are from the “Extrasolar Planets
Encyclopedia” [50]. Figure 7 reproduced from Tahir Yaqoob’s reference [51] is a plot of mass in Earth
units versus the period in Astronomical Units (AU) on a log base 10 scale. It shows some very complex
behavior, but three rather well-defined groups of data can be discerned. The data cluster on the lower
right-hand side corresponds to the massive, short-period hot Jupiters that have been discovered. The
points in black are centers computed from the minima of the quantum potential of the QC method.
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Mass (Earth Masses) − Log Scale

Figure 7. QC clustering applied to exoplanet data.

3.2. PRIMME Test Cases of the Meila–Shi algorithm
Herein, the Meila–Shi algorithm was shown for the small crab and disease demo problems, and
thus, we consider the following benchmark results obtained during our experiments with much larger
real-world data related to the Patent [52]:
Reuters: 2742 articles from Reuters, 21,578 test set.
Enron: 55,365 email documents, 121,415 distinct terms, sparse data matrix of eight million non-zero
entries (density is 0.0012).
user60784: documents from website search on a particular person.
Bill mark: test case for web-search on keywords “bill mark” [53].
The Reuters and Enron data were tokenized (and stemmed) using MATLAB TMG [54]. The
results for dimensional reduction to the leading eigenvectors were obtained on an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
64-bit, 2400 MHz, 4096 KB cache and are shown in Table 1. The timings for dimensional reduction
result from a C/C++ implementation of the PRIMME code. The timings are very small given that they
were obtained on a single processor. For rank-one updates, it was found that when increasing the row
dimension of the data matrix Q from N to N 0 , the previous eigenvector of length N needed only to be
extended, i.e., perturbed [55], to the length N 0 with, e.g., starting random numbers, and PRIMME
would converge to the new eigenvector within only a few iterations.
With the enclosed demo examples, we have shown that our method of dimensional reduction and
the geometrically-based Quantum Clustering method (QC) can naturally cluster data originating from
a number of sources whether they be: scientific (natural), engineering and even text. It is understood
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that first, one uses dimensional reduction, i.e., the Meila–Shi algorithm, before injecting the lead
eigenvectors φk of the resulting transition matrix P into the QC method (Some caveats are in order.
Though high-powered quantum chemistry techniques can readily obtain the lead eigenvectors φk
for datasets corresponding to large sparse matrices, it is not likely that a blind input of φk all at once
into the QC technique will be useful for, e.g., text with N > 1000. In this case, one usually obtains
concentrated points in the form of “onion peels” of varying density. The QC technique needs to
be applied selectively or recursively to these “onion peels” and yield a hierarchy of clusters, as our
methods are amenable to iteration.). The choice of the variance σ for the QC clustering is first obtained
by obtaining the range of the boundaries
surrounding the data. In practice, a circular range of radius R
√
yields an initial guess for σ0 = R/ 2. The latter can be reduced, e.g., successfully divided according
to σi+1 = σi /3 until clusters are found.
We find that the interdisciplinary methods in data analysis like the Meila–Shi algorithm,
Support Vector Clustering (SVC) and certainly the quantum clustering method of Horn and co-workers,
when using Gaussian functions as the common mathematical denominator, are quantum mechanical
from a computational point of view. Thus, we can exploit computationally-efficient quantum chemistry
methods, such as the most efficient eigenvalue solvers and matrix algebra, which allow us to enlarge the
domain the investigations allowed in conventional applications of quantum mechanics. Furthermore,
solutions in terms of Gaussian functions involve the most developed mathematical “technology” of
quantum chemistry (e.g., the Gaussian program [56]). This “technology” can be exploited in the data
clustering methods shown herein.
In the case of text, the hard part is no longer the clustering once geometrically meaningful data
points are obtained: it is the encoding leading to that geometrically-meaningful data. Nonetheless,
the “bag-of-words” model as shown for the disease potential case was shown to be effective.
We have also outlined an algorithm for distributed data networks, which involves the addition of
documents. It is based on iterative or incremental clustering where the eigenvectors are updated via
efficient successive updates, including rank-one updates for additional data. At no point is the large
matrix (dataset) entirely contained within, e.g., virtual memory. Rather, one needs instead to calculate
the outcome of a matrix-vector operation involving a large matrix with elements generated on-the-fly
and whose outcome is a (manageable) vector.
The applications envisaged in science alone, especially for data from experiment or measurement,
are nearly endless: climate/weather, nuclear decay, mathematical chemistry, genetic studies and more.
With the availability of new disparate data sources from multiple domains, a reliable and scalable
clustering technique is essential by which to discover and hypothesize new relations during the course
of exploratory data analysis.
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